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SUNDAY, May 22nd (Arrival Day)

Afternoon: Hikes
6:30 Reception and Dinner

MONDAY, May 23rd

Morning: Monika Gruter Cheney, Chair

9:00-9:15 Introduction and Welcome: Monika Gruter Cheney, Oliver Goodenough

9:15-10:00 Law, Biology and the Brain: “The Newer Synthesis”
   Morris Hoffman

10:00 – 10:45 “The Pre-Game Show:” What to Look for at Squaw Valley 2005
   Panel: Sarah Brosnan, Jeff Stake, Paul Zak

10:45 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 12:30 Breaking News on the Brain
   Speakers: Hank Greely, Kevin McCabe

12:30 – 1:30 Lunch

Afternoon: Paul Zak, Chair

1:30 – 2:15 Fundamentalism, Militancy and Terrorism
   Speakers: Lionel Tiger
   Religious Fundamentalism: An Exploration and Action Plan
   José Liht

2:15 – 3:30 Criminal Law: Whose Frontal Cortex Anyway? The Supreme Court’s Two
   Sentencing Cases This Term: Roper v. Simmons (juvenile death penalty) and Booker
   v. United States (sentencing guidelines)
   Panel: Al Alschuler, Sara Beale, Ted Blumoff, Oliver Goodenough, Morris
   Hoffman

3:30 – 3:45 Break

3:45 – 5:00 “Law and …” Updates on Works in Progress
   Elizabeth Chorvat, A Personal Bargaining Model of Corporate Interference with
   Governmental Institutions
   Fritjof Haft, The Sense of Justice – The Genius of Roman Law
   Terry Maroney, Law and Emotion: A Proposed Taxonomy of an Emerging Field

6:30 Dinner
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TUESDAY, May 24th

Morning: Kevin McCabe, Chair

9:00-10:00 The New Quantitative Ethnography
Speaker: Peter Richerson
Respondent: Owen Jones

10:00 – 10:30 The Judge as a Fly on the Wall: Interpretive Lessons from the Positive Political Theory of Legislation
Mat McCubbins

10:30-10:45 Break

10:45-12:30 Rationality/Emotion in Economic and Legal Approaches
Speaker: Elizabeth Phelps
Respondents: Susan Bandes, Terry Chorvat, Claire Hill, Erin O’Hara

12:30 – 1:30 Lunch

Afternoon: Dorothy Glancy, Chair

1:30 – 3:30 Biology & Conflict Resolution: Exploring the Nexus
Speakers: Sarah Brosnan, Greg Jones, Douglas Noll, David Sally, Doug Yarn, Paul Zak
Respondent: Ed Dauer

3:30-3:45 Break

3:45-4:45 Culture/Biology Interface
Panelists: Peter Richerson, Francesco Romeo, Oliver Goodenough

6:30 Dinner

7:30 After Dinner Keynote
Adolescent Decision-Making: Much More Than an Oxymoron
Abigail Baird
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WEDNESDAY, May 25th

Morning: Morris Hoffman, Chair

9:00 – 10:00 Moral Development/Moral Reasoning
Speakers: Christoph Engel, William Casebeer

10:00 – 10:30 Update from Wuerzburg Office and Other Gruter Institute Activities:
Kathleen Wermke, Angelika Stellzig-Eisenhauer, Monika Gruter Cheney

10:30 – 10:45 Break

10:45-11:30 “Law and….” Works in Progress
Speakers: Cheryl Boudreau, Institutional Substitutes for Sophistication in Legal Decision Making
Thomas Geu, Professional Judgment: How To Think Like a “BLINK-ing” Lawyer
Julie Seaman, Form and (Dys)Function in Sexual Harassment Law: Biology, Culture, and the Spandrels of Title VII
Natalia Walter, 21st Century Global Slave Trade: Neuroscientific Research on Trauma and Behavior of Human Trafficking Victims

11:30 – 12:00 Investigating Endowment Effects in Chimpanzees
Speakers: Sarah Brosnan and Owen Jones

12:00 – 12:30 Exchange Among Chimpanzees
Speakers: Sarah Brosnan and Mark Grady

12:30 – 1:30 Lunch

Afternoon: Jeff Stake, Chair

1:30 – 2:00 New Findings in the Neuroeconomics of Social Behaviors
Speaker: Paul Zak

2:00 – 3:15 Biological Signaling: Honesty and Trust, Deception and Detection
Speaker: Carl Bergstrom
Respondent: Ray Coletta

3:15-3:30 Break

Dorothy Glancy, June Carbone

3:45 – 4:45 Property/Intellectual Property
Speakers: John Clippinger, Oliver Goodenough, Jeff Stake
Respondent: Dorothy Glancy

6:30 Cocktail Reception

7:00 Festive Dinner